Electronic Monitoring and Feedback to Improve Adherence in Pediatric Asthma
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Objective To evaluate the effectiveness of electronic monitoring and feedback to improve adherence in children taking daily asthma controller medications. Method Five patients with asthma and considered nonadherent participated. Inhalers were electronically monitored with the MDILogITM device, and feedback was given by medical staff. Using a nonconcurrent multiple-baseline design, patients and their parents received bimonthly feedback regarding medication use. Following treatment, feedback was withdrawn and effects of monitoring alone were observed. Results Three participants showed improvements in adherence following treatment, with more notable increases when baseline adherence was low. Improvements in the inhaler technique occurred for all patients. Some patients demonstrated improvements in lung functioning and functional severity. When feedback was withdrawn, adherence decreased for some participants, but technique improvements maintained. Conclusions Results support the use of objective monitoring devices for assessing pediatric asthma patients’ adherence and indicate that feedback from medical staff may improve and maintain medication adherence for some patients.
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Introduction

Treatment of asthma typically involves some combination of daily maintenance medications that serve as anti-inflammatory agents (e.g., inhaled corticosteroids) and medications that produce fast-acting relief for acute symptoms (e.g., beta-adrenergic agonists or bronchodilators; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2007). Although medication management coupled with avoidance of environmental triggers is effective, nonadherence with treatment regimens remains a particularly problematic issue (McQuaid, Kopel, Klein, & Fritz, 2003). Rates of nonadherence to medication in pediatric asthma samples vary depending on the measurement methods and type of medication but range from 10% to 90% (Baum & Creer, 1986; Bender, Milgrom, & Rand, 1997; Lemanek, 1990; McQuaid et al., 2003).

Electronic monitoring has emerged as a standard method for assessing patients’ adherence to inhaled medication because it has been found to be more accurate than other measures, although due to the expensiveness and technological limitations of devices, it is not yet considered the “gold standard” (Quittner, Modi, Lemanek, Levers-Landis, & Rapoff, 2008). Compared to self-report (e.g., asthma diary cards), electronic monitoring has shown that patients consistently over-report their use of asthma maintenance medications (e.g., Bender et al., 2000; Berg, Dunbar-Jacob, & Rohay, 1998; Milgrom et al., 1996). Riekert and Rand (2002) reviewed the advantages and disadvantages...
of electronic monitoring devices. In short, these devices are seen as objective and reliable ways to examine adherence and its relation to health outcomes. Riekert and Rand suggested that electronic monitoring devices are useful in behavioral interventions to promote adherence, though one major limitation is their high cost.

Despite the advantages of electronic monitoring, these devices are not routinely used as part of an intervention to improve medication adherence. In the few published pediatric asthma studies that used electronic monitoring as part of an intervention, the devices measured medication adherence rather than functioning as an actual intervention component (e.g., Berg, Rapoff, Snyder, & Belmont, 2007; Celano et al., 2010; da Costa, Rapoff, Lemanek, & Goldstein, 1997; Rohan et al., 2010). On the other hand, a study by Bartlett and colleagues (2002) conducted a nurse-administered in-home intervention with inner-city youth using electronic monitoring as part of a multifaceted intervention and demonstrated an increase in the percent of participants using their medications as prescribed over the course of the 4-week intervention. One limitation of this study was that the time and training requirements for four to five home visits by a nurse are unlikely to be feasible on a larger scale. In a recent study with a clinic-based intervention similar to our own, electronic monitoring and feedback about inhaler use improved adherence but did not result in clinically significant improvements in lung function (Burgess, Sly, & Devadason, 2010). It is also noteworthy that this study did not investigate the effect of feedback on patient’s inhaler technique.

For many asthma interventions within a typical outpatient clinic setting, success depends on ease of implementation. If implementation requires extensive, time-consuming procedures to achieve patient adherence, it may prove too cumbersome for general practice. Although the complexity presented by some patients—medically or psychosocially—may require highly involved support plans, for the most part psychologist-guided behavioral interventions are most useful when medical staff can implement them easily. In line with this thinking, a few studies have included nurses or physicians in treatments designed to improve children’s adherence with asthma medication (e.g., Bartlett et al., 2002; Peterson, 1992). Because medical providers focus on delivering “standard” medical care (e.g., assessment of lung function and provision of medication instructions), psychologists have been responsible for implementing behavioral interventions to improve adherence. Yet, by providing feedback regarding objective measures of patient adherence, medical team members have the potential to directly influence patient behavior with support from psychologists.

Objective monitoring and feedback were found to be important components of Bartlett et al.’s (2002) intervention to improve adherence in pediatric patients with asthma.

The main goal of this study was to evaluate the effect of objective monitoring and feedback from medical staff regarding medication use and inhaler technique as an intervention to improve children’s adherence to inhaled corticosteroids. The intervention was designed to occur within a busy medical clinic setting and require minimal effort from medical staff, and thus another main goal was to evaluate whether such a minimal intervention would be sufficient for behavior change. This study used a single-subject, multiple-baseline experimental design to assess the effects of the intervention on each individual (Barlow, Nock, & Hersen, 2009; Horner et al., 2005; Parsonson & Baer, 1978). It was hypothesized that implementation of objective monitoring and feedback would improve adherence with prescribed dosage of controller medication as well as inhaler technique for all patients and be better than monitoring alone. Additional hypotheses predicted that the intervention would produce improvements in measures of patient lung functioning and functional severity of asthma, and that patient’s use of rescue (medication) inhalers would decrease or remain stable.

Methods
Participants
Five children (four female; 100% Caucasian) between the ages of 11 and 14 years (M = 12.4, SD = 1.52) diagnosed with persistent asthma for at least 6 months participated. Inclusion criteria were age between 8 and 17 years, living within 60-min travel time to clinic (for home visits), prescription of daily inhaled corticosteroid treatment and referred as “nonadherent” by the patients’ pediatric allergist. Patients were considered nonadherent when patients or their parents reported not taking medications as prescribed. All patients who were approached agreed to participate. Three participants were prescribed inhaled corticosteroids two puffs twice daily; one participant was prescribed two puffs once daily; and one participant was prescribed three puffs once daily. Families were from lower to middle socioeconomic status. All patient names reported in this article are pseudonyms.

Experimental Design
A nonconcurrent, multiple-baseline across participants design was used to examine the effects of the intervention on adherence (Barlow et al., 2009). A nonconcurrent approach was used because participants meeting all
inclusion criteria were not numerous enough to enroll simultaneously (Harvey, May, & Kennedy, 2004). Following a baseline condition to establish adherence rates for each participant, the main treatment condition of monitoring plus feedback was introduced. To investigate possible effects of monitoring without feedback from staff, a modified withdrawal condition followed, resulting in the monitoring alone condition.

Measures

Patient Information
The parent(s) of each child completed a questionnaire regarding child and family demographic characteristics (e.g., race and income).

Medication Use
Prescribed regimens for each patient were obtained from physicians. Three of the five patients switched medications at the beginning of the study to ensure compatibility between medication dispenser and monitoring device. Medication changes occurred under physician supervision. Children’s use of inhaled corticosteroids was assessed using an electronic recording device, the MDILogITM (manufactured by Westmed, Inc., Englewood, CO, USA), which records aspects of each actuation from a metered-dose inhaler (i.e., date and time, inhalation timing, canister shaking, and multiple dispenses) with adequate reliability and objectivity (Apter, Tor, & Feldman, 2001). Adherence was calculated as the percentage of prescribed doses the child inhaled (0–100%). Although overuse of medication (>100%) was recorded, adherence rates were capped at 100%. Correct inhaler technique required both shaking the canister and an on-time inhalation and ranged from 0 to 100% of inhaled actuations, independent of adherence with prescribed number of doses.

Reliability Assessment
Prior to the study, doctoral students who were members of the research team conducted reliability testing with all MDILogITM devices. Testing involved a series of 20 dispenses from each device. Each dispense simulated a different combination of inhaler use that could be performed by patients across three variables noted in the MDILogITM data output: canister shaking (yes/no), number of actuations, and inhalation “timing” (yes/late/none). To avoid ingesting medication during testing, inhalation timing was simulated by blowing into an opening on the back of the device, as recommended by the device manufacturer. However, this procedure (which was not actual inhalation) may have resulted in lower agreement scores for inhalation timing. Each dispense sequence was recorded by hand and compared with usage data logged in and downloaded from the device. Percent agreement was calculated for each device by dividing the number of agreements by 20 (total dispenses) and multiplying by 100. Percent agreement of total actuations ranged from 95% to 100%; agreement for canister shaking ranged from 85% to 100%; and agreement scores for inhalation timing ranged from 55% to 80%. Each device was tested prior to use; following each replacement of medication canisters; and at the end of the study to confirm that the devices were operating and to help ensure reliability of outcome data with regard to shaking, actuation, and inhalation timing functions.

Pulmonary Function
Lung functioning was measured in the clinic by a pediatric allergy nurse at three points in the study through spirometry testing: enrollment, end of the monitoring plus feedback phase, and end of the monitoring alone phase. These tests measured large-airway volume (FEV1), the total volume of exhalation during the first 1-s interval, and small-airway volume (FEF25–75%). In general, an FEV1 increase of 10% or an FEF25–75% increase of 30% is a clinically significant improvement in lung function (Castile, 1998). Values are based on normative data for age, height, weight, race, and gender, with 100% considered to be normal (Miller, 1987).

Asthma Functional Severity Scale
The Asthma Functional Severity Scale (AFSS; Rosier et al., 1994) is a six-item parent-report measure of symptom activity and the impact of asthma on daily activities for school-aged children. The AFSS yields a total score, which can be categorized into four severity ranges (low: 0–4, mild: 5–8, moderate: 9–14, and severe: 15–24). This scale has demonstrated predictive validity with functional outcomes, including school absences due to wheezing, functional impairment, and physician visits for care (Rosier et al., 1994). An additional question, designed to assess patient’s use of rescue inhaler medications (i.e., albuterol), was added. Specifically, parents reported the frequency per week that their children used a rescue inhaler or nebulizer over the past month.

Procedure
Patients referred by the pediatric allergist as nonadherent to their medication plans were approached during regularly scheduled clinic visits. All patients and families who were approached (n = 5) by research staff agreed to participate and no participants withdrew during the course of the intervention. All participants and their parent(s) provided
informed assent and consent, respectively, at the time of enrollment in accordance with and as approved by the authors’ Institutional Review Board. For three patients, both parents participated in the study, and for the remaining two patients only mothers participated. When both parents participated, one response was obtained from the family for self-report measurement. Participants received monetary compensation for their time for completing each phase of the study.

Each participant in the study was provided with an electronic MDILogITM device attached to an inhaler containing corticosteroid medication, according to their prescribed regimen, for the duration of their participation. At the direction of the medical staff, volumetric spacing devices were not used for any participants. Per standard clinical procedure, medical staff reviewed medication prescription as well as inhaler use and technique with each family at their initial enrollment visit. During the baseline condition, research staff visited families at their homes on a weekly basis to download data from the participant’s MDILogITM onto a laptop computer. Since these visits were part of the research protocol to gather baseline levels of adherence, no feedback was given at these visits. An exception occurred for one participant (Kathy). In the middle of her baseline phase, data from her device were collected at the clinic during an appointment unrelated to the study. Upon observing that she was using double her prescribed dose, this information was given to the medical staff, who in turn provided her with this feedback.

Baseline adherence levels were established for each participant using visual analysis (Kratochwill et al., 2010; Parsonson & Baer, 1978) of patient adherence rates. Baseline lengths were staggered from 2 to 8 weeks to help control for potential threats to internal validity (e.g., maturation) and to establish stability (level, trend, and variability) assessed at weekly data-collection intervals. Patients then were scheduled for a clinic visit to begin the monitoring plus feedback treatment condition.

During the monitoring plus feedback treatment condition, families returned to the clinic at 2-week intervals to meet with the pediatric allergist to review the strengths and weaknesses of patient inhaler use in terms of adherence with regimen (overuse/underuse, missed days) and technique (canister shaking, inhalation timing, and multiple dispenses), based on the allergist’s review of the data from electronic monitoring. The technique was practiced if determined to be a problem area. A maximum of four feedback sessions was set to maintain the simplicity of the intervention. The duration of the feedback condition ranged from 27 to 50 days and was determined by participant adherence. Shorter phases (e.g., Kathy) occurred due to highly stable data (only 4 days not at 100% adherence), whereas the longest phase (e.g., Gail) was a result of the patient wanting to improve her adherence by reducing her corticosteroid inhaler overuse. Research staff continued to collect adherence data via home visits, conveyed to the allergist during patient-scheduled clinic visits. Following the treatment condition, the feedback component was withdrawn, allowing for an evaluation of monitoring in the absence of feedback from medical staff. This condition lasted 30 days, the approximate span of a medication canister using a four-puff daily dosing regimen. Due to a scheduling conflict, Tony was unable to return for a final clinic visit until 36 days had passed.

At the start of baseline, the end of the monitoring plus feedback condition, and the end of monitoring alone condition, each participant completed the following assessments: lung functioning (i.e., spirometry assessment from medical staff) and daily activity functioning (i.e., parent report on AFSS including rescue medication use).

**Data Analysis**

Results focused on three areas: (a) adherence to prescribed dose of inhaled corticosteroids, (b) accuracy of inhalation technique, and (c) lung functioning and parental report of functional severity.

Adherence was calculated as a percentage of the prescribed doses, truncated at 100% (e.g., Milgrom et al., 1996; Walders, Kopel, Koinis-Mitchell, & McQuaid, 2005). However, to visually preserve actual patterns of over- or underuse, we graphed adherence data as deviating above or below 100%. That is, a participant who took five puffs in a day when he or she was prescribed four puffs was graphed at 125% for the day, but adherence was calculated as 100% (visually preserving the pattern of overuse). The inhalation technique was calculated as a percentage of technique components performed correctly (i.e., canister shaking prior to use, on-time inhalation) for each prescribed dose of inhaled corticosteroids.

Following the Design and Evidence Standards for single-case designs (Kratochwill et al., 2010), results for adherence and technique first were examined for each participant via visual inspection. Evaluation of treatment effect focused on changes in level, trend, and variability across conditions (Horner et al., 2005; Parsonson & Baer, 1978). Next, three effect-size estimates were created to evaluate the effect of the intervention for each participant at each phase change: (a) monitoring plus feedback compared to baseline, (b) monitoring alone compared to monitoring plus feedback, and (c) monitoring alone compared to baseline. The standard mean difference (SMD) was used as a measure of effect size, as recommended by...
Durlak (2009) and Olive and Smith (2005). The SMD is calculated by subtracting the mean of the baseline condition from the mean of the intervention condition and then dividing by the standard deviation of the baseline data (Olive & Smith, 2005). SMDs can be interpreted as .2 indicating a small effect, .5 indicating a medium effect, and .8 indicating a large effect (Cohen, 1988).

**Results**

Adherence data for all participants are presented in Figure 1 and technique data for all participants are presented in Figure 2. Although participants were not enrolled concurrently, these data are presented contiguously to allow comparison of treatment effects across participants (Harvey et al., 2004).

**Medication Adherence**

As illustrated in Figure 1, there were noticeable patterns of medication overuse for two patients during the study (Gail and Kathy). Medical staff informed patients of medication overuse after discovery—during baseline in the clinic for Kathy and during the third clinic visit of the monitoring plus feedback phase for Gail—to provide optimal clinical care. These patients generally showed improvement following physician feedback regarding inappropriate medication use. During the baseline condition, the average percent adherence for each participant was as follows: Tony: 34.6%, Jill: 23.3%, Gail: 70.8%, Alice: 47.1%, and Kathy: 94.7%.

Visual analysis suggested treatment effects from baseline to the monitoring plus feedback condition for Tony, Jill, and Alice. Gail’s data showed a less convincing effect, and Kathy’s data showed negligible effect once her initial overuse was removed.

When calculating effect sizes without regard to visual inspection, four of five participants demonstrated improvement from baseline to the monitoring plus feedback condition when using average percent adherence: Tony: 72.9% (SMD = 1.99), Jill: 52.4% (SMD = .76), Gail: 79.7% (SMD = .27), and Alice: 78.7% (SMD = .87). Kathy demonstrated a slight reduction in adherence, though had the greatest percent adherence of all participants throughout the study (88.9%; SMD = −.27). Effect sizes were large for Tony and Alice, medium for Jill, and small for Gail and Kathy (the average effect size across participants was .41). More noticeable improvements occurred for the patients whose baseline medication use was low and a small decrease was noted for Kathy, who had very high adherence during baseline.

When feedback regarding medication use was withdrawn (i.e., monitoring alone condition), patients’ medication use was variable across participants, with Tony at 46.5%, Jill at 37.0%, Gail at 72.3%, Alice at 85.8%, and Kathy at 93.3%. Changes from the monitoring plus feedback to the monitoring alone condition, whether improvement or decline in adherence, were small for all participants except Tony (SMD ranged from −.31 to .32). Tony’s data showed a large decrease in adherence (SMD = −1.03).

Compared to the baseline condition, four of five participants demonstrated improvements during the maintenance, or monitoring alone, condition (SMD = .05 for Gail, .36 for Jill, .62 for Tony, and 1.07 for Alice). Kathy demonstrated a slight decrease compared to baseline (SMD = −.06).

**Inhaler Technique**

Percent accuracy of technique per inhalation for all participants is presented in Figure 2 (note that there were no technique accuracy data available for days when participants did not use their medication). Mean accuracy for each participant during the baseline condition was 0% (Tony), 47.2% (Jill), 43.4% (Gail), 54.0% (Kathy), and 84.9% (Alice).

Visual analysis of inhaler technique showed improvement for all five participants from baseline to the monitoring plus feedback condition. These improvements maintained when feedback was withdrawn. Effect-size estimates for this phase change also showed improvement during the monitoring plus feedback condition: Tony: 67.8% (SMD = 1.62), Jill: 92.3% (SMD = .95), Gail: 90.3% (SMD = 1.43), Kathy: 88.9% (SMD = .93), and Alice: 90.4% (SMD = .23). Effect sizes for these improvements were large, with the exception of Alice, whose high accuracy during baseline minimized appreciable intervention improvements. Maintenance during the monitoring alone condition was generally stable, with Tony showing a slight improvement: 82.1% (Tony), 95.0% (Jill), 94.4% (Gail), 89.3% (Kathy), and 86.3% (Alice). Changes from the monitoring plus feedback to the monitoring alone condition were small for all participants (SMD ranged from −.23 to .42).

**Lung Functioning and Functional Severity**

Participants’ baseline large airway lung functioning ranged from 77% to 125%. Two out of five participants (Tony and Kathy) showed clinically significant improvement (i.e., >10%) in large airway functioning from baseline to
posttreatment and follow-up. The other three participants showed slight improvements or maintenance across time. One participant (Gail) demonstrated above normal functioning throughout the study.

Tony and Kathy showed clinical gains in small airway function from baseline to follow-up (24% and 26%, respectively). Three patients (Tony, Kathy, and Alice) showed some improvement in small airway function from baseline to the end of treatment (i.e., monitoring plus feedback), with improvements of 18%, 16%, and 12%, respectively. Alice’s values fall back into the abnormal range at follow-up. Although changes in small airway function between 16% and 18% may be viewed as small, such changes could likely alter physician’s management if associated with improvement in patient symptoms. The increases in small airway function for Jill were minimal and may not indicate a treatment effect for lung functioning. Gail had excellent lung-function readings throughout the study, suggesting that additional improvements other than changes in her clinical asthma control would not be expected.

Figure 1. Percent adherence for each participant across all three conditions.
Figure 2. Percent accuracy of technique for each participant across all three conditions. 

Note. There were no technique accuracy data available for days when participants did not use their medication, resulting in some missing data.
Parent-reported functional severity on the AFSS ranged from 4 to 16 at baseline, with one patient in the low category (Kathy), two in the mild category (Gail and Alice), one in the moderate category (Jill), and one in the severe category (Tony). All five participants showed a decrease in parent-reported functional severity from baseline to posttreatment, which generally continued to decline or was maintained through follow-up. At follow-up, three patients were categorized as low severity (Kathy, Gail, and Alice) and two as mild (Jill and Tony). In addition, three participants’ parents reported a decrease in albuterol rescue medication use across the study (Gail, Alice, and Kathy; reductions ranged from 2 puffs to 14 puffs). One patient (Tony) did not use rescue medication during the study and another (Jill) increased albuterol use from 1–2 times to 2–3 times per week at follow-up. These results suggest that lung functioning and functional severity improvements were not due to increased use of rescue medications.

Discussion
The main goal of the study was to evaluate the effect of objective monitoring and feedback from medical staff regarding medication use and inhaler technique as an intervention to improve children’s adherence to inhaled corticosteroids. Overall, as hypothesized, medication adherence improved (a) for four of five participants (Tony, Jill, Gail, and Alice) when using the standard mean difference as an effect size estimate, and (b) for Tony, Jill, and Alice (and possibly Gail) when only using visual analysis. Once feedback was withdrawn, treatment effects for adherence became more variable and/or declined for three participants (Tony, Jill, and Gail), suggesting the importance of regular feedback from medical staff as a critical component in improving adherence rates. This variability could also be a function of fewer clinic visits (and thus physician contact) in the monitoring alone condition, as compared to the monitoring plus feedback condition. The importance of ongoing objective monitoring and feedback was demonstrated for patients who were nonadherent in the sense of underusing medications as well as overusing medications. Despite physician review of dosing at enrollment for the study, two patients demonstrated a pattern of overuse that may not have been identified without the monitoring.

In general practice, some patterns of medication overuse may be medication dose dumping (i.e., intentionally dispensing medication without inhaling it). However, the MDILogyTM devices tracked multiple dispenses (e.g., multiple actuations with no inhalations within at least 7s), allowing us to separate these noninhaled, often clustered actuations from prescribed dispenses. This pattern may have occurred during baseline for Jill. Her data indicated no inhaler use until just prior to weekly home visits to collect data from the device, with 4 days where multiple, noninhaled dispenses of 25, 4, 3, and 3 occurred. The total number of actuations during baseline for Jill (both inhaled and “dumped”) approximate the actuations that would have occurred through correct inhaler use. When the monitoring plus feedback phase was introduced (and the nature of monitoring shared with Jill), this pattern of dose dumping ended. Alice’s data showed 7 days with multiple dispenses during baseline (clusters of 1–12) and only 1 day with multiple dispenses (two actuations) following the first-phase change and 2 days in the monitoring alone phase.

All participants showed substantial improvements in inhaler technique following introduction of the treatment condition, regardless of their overall adherence rates. These improvements were maintained after feedback was discontinued, suggesting that once the skill was learned, feedback was no longer necessary. Although we did not measure the amount of practice during the monitoring plus feedback condition, the pediatric allergist provided specific technique feedback and practice during this condition. Our results are consistent with other studies showing that comprehensive instructions with repeated follow-up or monitoring and feedback produce improvements in the technique (Kamps, van Ewijk, Roorda, & Brand, 2000; Walia et al., 2006). Further, the maintenance of these gains through the monitoring alone phase suggest that the more “active” coaching and practice intervention may lead to lasting behavior change, consistent with research suggesting that behavior change requires more than education (Burkhart, Rayens, Oakley, Abshire, & Zhang, 2007). Clinically, our results suggest that electronic monitoring with feedback (including individual instruction and practice at visits) can be used to improve the inhaler technique. Although our 30-day follow-up period was rather short, these initial findings suggest that once technique is improved, further monitoring and feedback may be provided less frequently unless there is a change in the child’s prescription. However, additional investigation of the maintenance of these skills is needed to strengthen this argument.

In addition to improvements in adherence and technique, participants showed improvements in lung function and functional impairment, as well as decreased use of rescue medication (per family report) over the course of the intervention. Interestingly, Tony demonstrated the largest treatment effect for adherence and technique, and
also demonstrated significant improvement in lung functioning as well as a reduction in functional severity. These results suggest a possible relation between improved adherence and technique and reduced treatment costs (e.g., reduction in rescue medication use). Since this study relied on parent-report of rescue medication use, it would be important to more objectively evaluate rescue medication use in future studies to specifically determine the potential benefits (e.g., health outcome and financial savings) of providing families with costly electronic monitoring devices such as the MDILogII™.

Less clear from our results is the direct relation between improvement in adherence, technique, and lung functioning. Although three participants demonstrated clinical gains in lung functioning during the study, these improvements may have occurred even without the intervention. Tony’s data seemed the most consistent, with improvements in lung function, adherence, and technique, but other participants’ outcomes were mixed. Kathy, who showed clinical improvements in lung function at the end of each study condition, had smaller improvements in technique and a slight decrease in adherence. The relatively modest improvement may have been due to the fact that these were not new patients but had been receiving asthma treatment for at least 6 months.

Overall, the results of this study support the utility of electronic monitoring devices in providing patient care information to physicians and medical staff in order to provide feedback to patients and their families about adherence. Although we did not collect information regarding the amount of clinic time devoted to reviewing electronic monitoring data with families, medical staff required only brief training in interpreting the data outputs. Our research staff required training to attach monitoring devices to inhalers and to download and interpret data from them on a weekly basis, but these activities would be simplified in general clinic use, where monitoring devices can collect data for up to 30 days’ worth of daily inhaler use. Compared with Bartlett et al. (2002), investigating a nurse-administered in-home intervention, this study demonstrated the feasibility of conducting a simple intervention using electronic monitoring and feedback from medical staff within a clinic setting, which may be more practical for settings where there is not adequate staff time to devote to home visits. Our results also reflect findings reported by Burgess et al. (2010), which indicated that feedback about adherence can improve children’s use of preventive asthma medicines, while having a less marked immediate impact on lung functioning.

Our work also lends support to future research that more closely examines the specific mechanisms that may play a role in patients’ behavior change. For example, our results suggest that positive feedback from staff, or the absence of negative feedback from staff, may have a favorable effect on adherence for some children where a more comprehensive, multi-faceted intervention (e.g., diaries, self-efficacy encouragement, tangible incentives, and family problem solving) is not warranted (Bartlett et al., 2002). In addition, our intervention may have involved a negative reinforcement contingency to increase adherence in some patients. Specifically, patients may have been motivated to use their inhalers correctly in order to avoid a clinic visit where data clearly show nonadherence and incorrect technique. The results are consistent with other studies that illustrate how performance-based feedback using negative reinforcement contingencies can drive efficient and powerful interventions (DiGennaro, Martens, & McIntyre, 2005; Noell et al., 2000). Psychologists can provide guidance to physicians and their medical staff by identifying the minimal level of intervention complexity most likely to result in improvements to adherence.

Despite clinically significant treatment effects, there were several limitations to this study. For example, device cost, associated software and hardware costs, technical expertise required to manage the devices, frequent patient contact to change medication canisters (approximately once monthly), coordination of data collection between home locations and clinics, and the medication-specific nature of the device (i.e., not applicable for all available asthma medications; Riekert & Rand, 2002) limit the widespread use of devices for all clinic patients. Another limitation stems from the possible unreliability of the device’s tracking of late inhalations. We included late inhalation in our adherence calculations, as poor technique can reduce the actual amount of medication ingested. However, because the reliability of the MDILogII™ devices to detect inhalation timing was variable, the impact of late inhalations on actual adherence should be interpreted with caution. In any case, it is unclear whether the recommended test to simulate inhalation is the best method for testing such reliability. Though we observed some short-term improvements in adherence, not all patients demonstrated lasting effects, and a more intense intervention may be necessary in some cases. Another limitation of this study was that three participants switched medications at the beginning of the study to use one consistent with the MDILogII™ devices. Although this did not appear to impact adherence (as rates were lower during baseline), it may have impacted lung functioning and functional severity results. Although no systematic steps were included to ensure that patients did not use other,
nonprescribed asthma medications during the study (e.g., from a relative or a spare inhaler), such use was not reported by participants during the physician feedback about patient adherence and inhaler technique. The use of rescue medication decreased for most participants, but this result was based on retrospective parent report of children old enough to manage their own behavior, making the finding potentially unreliable. Finally, replication of these results with a broader range of patients, both in characteristics and number, would help extend the generalizability of these initial findings.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that providing pediatric patients with asthma and their families with feedback about inhaler use based on objective measures resulted in improvements in both medication adherence and inhaler technique, though maintenance of adherence improvements was variable. Although there are costs involved in obtaining the monitoring devices for patients, the benefits of integrating such feedback into standard clinical care may outweigh initial expenses and actually reduce cost and lower use of other medications (i.e., rescue) in the long-term. Future investigations should directly explore the cost/benefit ratio of electronic monitoring. These studies should focus on keeping the intervention simple and possibly transferring the responsibility of feedback from medical staff to parents and families. As suggested by Riekert and Rand (2002), this strategy could assist families in appropriately transferring responsibility of asthma care from parents to adolescents. Future studies might also compare the practical aspects of simple feedback (i.e., the intervention in this study) against more demanding interventions (e.g., contingency management approaches) to evaluate relative efficacy and long-term maintenance. Advances in web-based communication technology and mobile technology could also be leveraged by physicians to provide feedback remotely, further increasing the feasibility and efficiency of the intervention. Lastly, it seems that the critical question for future research is how to maintain treatment effects across time. For example, is it necessary to maintain electronic monitoring and feedback throughout the child’s pediatric care, and if so, at what frequency? Do treatment effects diminish as the feedback possibly loses saliency across time? These are empirical questions to address to improve future care.
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